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White
Good evening.  Tonight:  What price an airline seat for a guide dog?  We reflect on the apparent state of confusion in the industry.  And why British Braillists still don't think that signifying capital letters is a capital idea.  Now we've debated before on this programme the rights and wrongs of guide dog owners taking their dogs on flights and there does now seem to be a pretty fair measure of agreement with the airlines about the best and most humane ways to do this - even long haul flights.  But apparently there's still a great deal of disparity about what should be the cost to the owner.  There are EU regulations which state that airlines can't charge for the carriage of assistance dogs - guide dogs count as assistance dogs.  Well Will Thoms and Hetal Bapodra are both guide dog owners and they're planning a trip by air together.  Hetal began to make the arrangements and went first to Virgin Atlantic - her company of choice - and that's when things began to get confusing.

Bapodra
The first thing I was told was that if I was travelling by myself then I could have an extra seat for the guide dog to lie in front of free of charge but then if I was travelling with two guide dogs and we needed two seats for both the guide dogs to lie in front of then we would have to pay for both seats. 

White
So one dog could go for nothing, two dogs would cost two seats?

Bapodra
Yes.

White
What were you expecting?

Bapodra
Maybe I was a little bit naive but I was expecting them to say you have a guide dog, that's fine, we can block off a seat for you or two seats for you, if you've got two large Labradors. 

White
And is that something you've had experience of before?

Bapodra
Yeah, I know lots of people that fly and I know that there are other companies and other air operators that do give users of service animals - guide dogs - free seats for their guide dog to lay under.

White
Right, so we've got to the point where you've been told that you can get one of them free but if you have two of them you have to pay for both of them.  What happened next?

Bapodra
I spoke to somebody else in special assistance who then said to me actually no seats are given for free for guide dogs to lie in front of, I don't know where you got that information from but this is our policy and either book tickets basically or go away.

White
So you had two distinct and very different policies from the same company?

Bapodra
Yes.

White
Let me just turn to Will, because you have flown with Virgin with a guide dog, what was your experience then?

Thoms
My experience wasn't ideal.  Around about two years ago I travelled with the company that I work for, the carrier that they chose was Virgin and at the time I was travelling with my guide dog and they charged 25% extra for that seat for the guide dog.  I think now it's got beyond a joke, even paying for your guide dog I believe is wrong but paying you know an extra - well between us it would be over £700 on top of holiday costs just because we've got a guide dog, just because we're blind.

White
And what about the policy of other airlines that you've checked with?

Thoms
We checked with British Airways, exactly the same route and they were extremely helpful, straightaway, without any question, they said that they'd have a seat assigned to our dog - each one of our dogs - so they'd have their own seats to lay in front of, they'd be comfortable, there would be no additional charges.  And even if there wasn't enough room on the plane one or more other passengers would have complimentary seat tickets for the next flight and that they'd make room for us and they'd ensure that there was room for our guide dogs and that we wouldn't be charged.

White
Right.  And Hetal I think you've tried a few other airlines as well.

Bapodra
Quantas - they don't charge to have a guide dog on board, and neither do Singapore Airlines.

White
Some people may say you know there is a principle here - the airlines aren't charities, the dog takes up a seat, why shouldn't there be a charge, if not the full charge, that then at least some kind of percentage charge?

Bapodra
Because it's actually illegal to actually charge to carry a guide dog and effectively this is what Virgin are doing - they're getting around it by saying you're saying that your guide dog's too big to lay under the seat so then you'll have to pay.

White
So this is the situation where you have the alternative that your dog can lie, as it were, in the well of the seat underneath it.

Bapodra
Will's six foot two and his guide dog weighs 35 or 34 kilos - how do they expect a six foot two man, as well as a large Labrador retriever to fit in an economy seat and be humane?

White
We've subsequently spoken to Virgin, they're now saying that you could have your seats by paying 25% extra for each one, which is a bit different from paying full whack for both of them, what would your reaction to that be?

Thoms
I think that it's still going to mean that we're going to have to pay around about £200 extra for our holiday simply because we're flying and because we have guide dogs and I think that it's almost nothing to do with laws or the legal side of it, I just think it's unreasonable.  It seems like it's a dangerous route to go, it's the kind of thing where Virgin could potentially charge for wheelchairs, they could charge for guiding people to the plane, they could charge for a lot of things and make a little bit of extra money, I don't think that's right, it's nothing even to do with laws I just think it's fundamentally wrong.  I think that companies like Virgin the task that they've chosen, or their business, is to transport the public and I think that blind people are part of that public.

White
Will Thoms and Hatel Bapodra.  Well we naturally went to Virgin for a statement.  This is what they originally told us:

Virgin Statement
Virgin Atlantic is really sorry that Miss Bapodra and Mr Thoms appear to have received conflicting and incorrect information about booking seats to travel with their guide dogs.  This is not representative of our commitment in this area.  In 2005 Virgin Atlantic was one of the first airlines, working alongside Defra and key assistance dog charities, to develop guidelines which would allow assistance dogs to travel in the cabin for the first time.  This was both to help to maximise the independence of the passenger but also, crucially, to ensure the comfort and safety of the assistance dog.  Any passengers who are travelling with assistance dogs should speak with the special assistance department who can ensure that the dog has been trained by a certified assistance dog charity and can also ensure that the booking is made to cater for all requirements.  For the comfort of both the passenger and their assistance dog, particularly for dogs weighing over 10 kilos, it's recommended that an extra seat is booked in order to have space reserved in the foot well next to them for the dog.  The cost of this is 25% of the fare and the decision to charge is to ensure that a seat can be reserved, so there's no risk that on the day the dog does not have adequate space to travel in comfort.

Well we also consulted Guide Dogs for the Blind who told us this:

Guide Dogs for the Blind Statement
The EU regulation on rights for disabled people travelling by air is very clear.  Airlines cannot charge for the carriage of assistance dogs.  The regulation is now fully in force and Virgin Airways, as with all other European carriers, should be complying.  Guide Dogs is very concerned to hear that this is not the case and we will be following up with Virgin Airways as a matter of urgency.

Well in view of that apparent inconsistency we went back to Virgin Atlantic, they gave us this statement just before we recorded this programme:

Virgin Statement
Once we looked into this issue more closely it emerged that plans were already underway to amend our policy on the charge for extra seats for assistance dogs and in future there will be no charge.  Miss Bapodra and Mr Thoms will be very welcome to contact our special assistance department on this basis.

Well is that the end of the matter?  We shall see.  We'd like to hear your views - the action line number is 0800 044 044 or indeed you can e-mail the programme via the website.

Now you'd probably expect that a writing and reading system for a small minority, such as Braille readers and that's the system I'm reading this script from, would be the same for everyone, certainly the same for everyone who spoke the same language.  But not so, although attempts to broker some kind of unified system have been going on for a very long time indeed.  The pressure for it has become even stronger with the advent of computers because obviously it makes transcription from print to Braille and back again easier if everyone uses the same system.  But there are serious and passionate debates about this, people are every bit as protective of what they see as "correct Braille" as a dedicated grammarian might be to prevent a split infinitive or a misplaced apostrophe.  The upshot:  we still haven't got a unified system and the UK is one of the countries which is resisting a system which does make some changes from the Braille that we're used to.  That includes the introduction of a symbol for the capital letter - something that Braille in the UK doesn't bother with.  So what is this all about?  Well in a moment we'll be hearing the British view but first I've recently been in Australia where so-called Unified English Braille has been in use for around four years.  So has the sky fallen in?  I've been talking to Bill Jolley, who sits on his country's Braille authority.

Jolley
The transition in Australia has gone remarkably smoothly, particularly the education sectors have embraced UEB, finding that it is easy, particularly with the codes being harmonised so that there's not different signs for dollar sign in the maths or literary or computing code, for example.  The teaching of Braille - they're finding that that is easier both for teaching young blind readers and also for teachers learning the Braille themselves.  There have been some pockets of discontent among Braille readers, certainly the acceptance by the education sector has been near to unanimous and we're real pleased about that.

White
Because you'll know that in Britain there was quite an argument and there is still quite an argument going on about this and capitalisation was perhaps one of the - one of the main sticking points.  Australia's accepted that quite happily?

Jolley
Yes.  I think that it's not necessary to think of UEB and capitalisation in the one argument because UEM exists and is operable whether you use capitals or not.  But yes certainly Australia has embraced capitals and I suppose some of these discretions are reinforced to me that mature Braille readers, such as ourselves, aren't actually the best judges about the form and the shape of the Braille code for the future because it's so very long since we've been at school.  And certainly I've firmed in my view that the education sector, the professionals in education, have a very significant voice in determining what Braille should look like and how it might be then used into the future.  And I suppose that's a very interesting philosophical argument that we could take up at another time and I'm sure that there would be many people that would take an opposite view to mine on that one.

White
But is the key factor, as far as you're concerned, the fact that if - that you really want a fair degree of unity about this because of trans - computer translation?

Jolley
For me one of the really important things about Unified English Braille and an effort to unify the codes is for the benefits of UEB for blind people in developing countries where often they will get bits of Braille from different countries and it will in fact be in different codes and so I think it's a very important humanitarian goal to unify the Braille codes in that respect.  In terms of UEB, it's really been an opportunity to have a good hard look at and refresh the Braille code, having regard to changes in styles and characters that are used in print, basically the alphabet and the numbers are all the same, but there's a lot more use of different graphic symbols in print now than there was previously.  So it's a chance to do that, a chance to make some changes to the rules of Braille which do facilitate translation into Braille without human intervention, both translation from print to Braille and back translation from Braille to print, so it takes the ambiguity out of Braille.  And I think there's some - definitely some benefits of that because as we get more and more Braille we get relatively less Braille that's actually proof read, either by a sighted transcriber or a blind transcriber.  So we want to be able to have - use computer software where the transliteration aspect - that is the putting in the correct characters of the Braille code - can be taken for granted and we just have to deal with issues of format.

White
You mean as increasingly people in a way produce their own Braille by whether it's scanning books in and all that kind of thing and using machinery to do that?

Jolley
Yeah or just getting documents that are sent to us as e-mail attachments that we want in Braille or our colleagues or our group that we want minutes of meetings or whatever - those sort of documents - lots of Word attachments, for example, that go into Braille and are beneficial to have in Braille, often we can't afford the cost or the time delay of getting them professionally produced.

White
So what - finally - what about the argument - the alternative argument - which says do we really want a two or a three or a four tier system in the sense - I know this is a unified system but what a lot of people will say is there are already a lot of books in the old system, do they then become defunct because they've been succeeded by another ....?

Jolley
The changes to literary Braille are not that great really, there's a few contractions that have been dropped, there's no new contractions that have been added.  There's some changes to signs like brackets and the signs for italics and for font indicators but not a lot of changes.  So a good Braille reader, experienced Braille reader, would be able to read the older books - we haven't had a problem with that and that's not an issue really with education because there's such a high turnover of textbooks that yesterday's textbooks are not really widely used, it's only the literary Braille ones that tend to be, the technical ones aren't, so it's not - it's not really an issue.

White
So do you think it's time the UK followed along then?

Jolley
I would encourage the UK to be forward thinking, I'd like to see the UK firstly forget about the debate on capitals - I think it is - it's time to get with the modern world on that one.  But in relation to UEB I think the introduction is best through the education system and then UEB's benefits will gradually be recognised.

White
Bill Jolley.  Well with me is Bill Poole, like me a long time user of Braille and indeed the chair of the Braille Authority of the United Kingdom for 30 years until last year.  So Bill, given that it's called Unified English Braille, how come we in Britain, not to mention England, haven't signed up for it yet?

Poole
Well unified is an ambiguous term, it can mean two things and what it essentially meant, when the code was being devised, was unification among the different types of code that Braille could be used for - foreign language words occurring in English for maths, for computer, for science, for literary Braille - that's the sense in which it was primarily intended to unify.

White
So it wasn't meant to be like the kind of Esperanto of Braille if you ....?

Poole
That isn't what it meant but obviously people who supported Unified English Braille wanted as many countries as possible to adopt it for the sort of reasons that Bill Jolley has given, so it came to be used in this other sense that you were using it in.

White
So why hasn't it happened yet?

Poole
Why hasn't it happened?  Unified English Braille hasn't been adopted either in the UK or in the United States and in the case of the UK it is because we had a consultation among our users which a lot of people were given an opportunity to respond to, large numbers of questionnaires were sent out, and the response rate was lower than I would have wished but it was significant and in that only 24% of respondents supported the view that Unified English Braille should become the standard code for this country and 76% were against.  The figures got a bit closer together if you asked the question:  Do you think it will benefit people in the future? Then it was 33 to 66.  But nevertheless there was a very large difference between the number of people who supported it and the number of people who didn't.  I don't agree with Bill Jolley that educators should determine what the code should be, I think that is a matter which all types of users of Braille should have a say in and it was on that basis that the Braille Authority of the United Kingdom was reformed when I became chair of it in 1978.

White
But Bill Jolley does suggest that in fact the sky hasn't fallen in, I mean like - I remember the debates very well and the great strength of feeling that we got on this programme against reform.  But you know he says, in Australia, where they have introduced it there haven't been a lot of screams of pain from older people.  Is it maybe time now to say well if it's - I mean he makes this interesting point about developing countries who get Braille from all over the place and it's all different and it's a complete rag bag?

Poole
Well it's a question of how much difference can be tolerated.  I think it's essential that our codes should be mutually comprehensible and while I think it would be desirable for them to be identical it isn't essential that that should be so for satisfactory exchange of material to take place.  I actually think it's more desirable to try to get identity among the maths codes of different countries, for example, certainly in Europe where there are provisions by the EBU for labelling to take place, on - Braille labelling - on pharmaceuticals and other things and that, it seems to me, is a more important form of unity to go for.  But we did pass some other resolutions a year ago today.  We said that work should be done to test the robustness of the code in technical situations and we would revisit the situation again in 2013.  The capitalisation issue is a separate one.  We agreed in 1998 that both capitalised and un-capitalised Braille should be regarded as correct.  RNIB, which is the largest producer of Braille in this country, does use capitals in its school curriculum material.  So you know if people want to request things in capitalised Braille they have the power to make that request and it's for producers and consumers to negotiate what form of Braille particular texts should be produced in.  So I mean that issue I think has been resolved in a way that makes it possible to satisfy everybody's wishes, it may not work out like that in practise but at least the legalities of it have been arranged so that people can have capitalised Braille if they want to.

White
Okay, well we must leave it there, it's one of those subjects that does appear to go on and on.  Bill Poole, thank you very much for joining us.

That's it for today, your views on Braille reform, guide dogs on planes and anything else you think we should be tackling are very welcome, you can call our action line 0800 044 044.  From me, Peter White, my producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.


